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On real analytic functions of unbounded type 
J.M. Ansemil • J. Lopez-Salazar • S. Ponte 
Abstract In this paper we prove several results on the existence of analytic functions 
on an infinite dimensional real Banach space which are bounded on some given col-
lection of open sets and unbounded on others. In addition, we also obtain results on 
the density of some subsets of the space of all analytic functions for natural locally 
convex topologies on this space. 
1 Introduction and definitions 
The space of holomorphic functions on a complex Banach space has attracted the 
attention of many researchers, who have produced a lot of interesting results; see, 
for instance, the list of references in [7]. However, that is not the case for real an-
alytic functions. The reason is, among other things, that in the real case there is no 
Cauchy integral formula and the Taylor series expansion does not necessarily con-
verge, even pointwise, on the biggest possible ball. Nevertheless, as we are going to 
see here, most of the results for complex analytic functions obtained in [1^] and 
[8] can be also proved in the real case. To do this, we need that certain uniform lim-
its on compact subsets of real analytic functions are analytic. While in the complex 
case the uniform limit on compact subsets of a sequence of holomorphic functions is 
also holomorphic, this is not true in the real case. As is well-known, any real peri-
odic Lipschitz function on R (even not differentiable) is the uniform limit on R of its 
Fourier series, whose terms are analytic on R. In addition, some other new results are 
obtained. 
Definition 1 Let X be a Banach space over K = K or C. Let n e N. A continu-
ous mapping P : X -> IK is an n -homogeneous polynomial if there is a symmet-
n 
ric M-linear continuous mapping A : X" -> IK such that P(x) = A(x, .Y., x) for all 
x e X. If n = 0, the 0-homogeneous polynomials are the constants. As usual, V("X) 
denotes the space of all w-homogeneous polynomials on X, while V(X) denotes 
the space of all polynomials on X, that is, finite sums of homogeneous polynomi-
als. 
Definition 2 Let U be an open subset of X. A function / : U -> IK is said to be 
analytic on U if for every xo e U there is a sequence (P„)^L0, where P„ eV(nX) for 
all n, such that 
CO 
f(x) = ^2/Pn{x -x 0 ) 
«=o 
uniformly on a neighborhood of xo contained in U. A(U) will denote the algebra of 
all analytic functions on U and to will be the compact open topology on A(U). 
For the basic properties of real analytic functions see [5] or [12]. 
Each Pn is the w-homogeneous polynomial associated to the nth-derivative of / 
at x0. If IK = C, the analytic functions are also called holomorphic and they are pre-
cisely the Frechet differentiable functions on U (see [10, Theorem 14.7]); in this case 
we write H(U) instead of A(U). 
Definition 3 Let X be a real Banach space with topological dual X*. Let X denote 
the Cartesian product X x X with the operations 
(x, y) + (x', / ) = (x+x',y + / ) , (a + ifi)(x, y) = {ax - 0y, ay + fix) 
for (x, y), (x', / ) e X x X, a + if) e C. The space X is a complex Banach space 
endowed with the Taylor's norm: 
I(x, y)I = s u p { ^ ( x ) 2 + cp{yf : <p e X*, \\<p\\ = l}. 
Every real polynomial P e V("X) has a unique complex extension P e V("X), 
given by 
-2k
, y2k) ^ 3 0 = £ ( - I ) * ( 2 ; ) A ( * « 
n-l)/2] 
7^ —n V ' / 
k=0 
[(«-l)/2] 
£=0 
where A is the symmetric w-linear mapping associated to P (see [9] or [11]). In 
particular, every cp eX* can be extended to X by the formula 
<p(x,y) = <p(x) + i<p(y). 
It is easy to see that ||£>|| = \\<p\\ (see [9, Proposition 3.1] or [11, Proposition 4]). 
However, the situation concerning the extension of analytic functions is very dif-
ferent. It happens that not every analytic function on a real space X can be extended 
to its complexification. A simple example is the function / : R -> R, f{x) = ~^r{, 
which is analytic on R but cannot be extended to an holomorphic function on C. 
2 The results 
In this paper X will always be a real Banach space of infinite dimension. If S is a 
subset of X and / is a function on S, let \\f\\s = sup{|/(x)| : x e S}.lf x eX and 
r > 0, let 
B(x,r) = {y e X : \\y -x\\ < r} and B(x, r) = {z e X : \\z - (x, 0) | < r}. 
Our aim here is to obtain some results on unbounded analytic functions on some 
open subsets of infinite dimensional real Banach spaces. The proofs, which need 
some particular techniques, will follow some ideas used in the proofs of similar re-
sults recently obtained in the complex case, most of them by the authors. See [1-3] 
and [8]. 
We start with a proposition which gives a sufficient condition for a real function 
to be analytic. 
Proposition 1 Let U be an open subset of X and let f be a real function on U. 
Assume that there is an open subset UofX such that U x {0} c U and that there is 
a holomorphic extension f : U ->- C, that is, f(x,0) = f(x) for all x eU. Then f 
is analytic on U. 
Proof Let XQ e U. There are r > 0 and a sequence (2«)£10, where each Qn : X ->- C 
is an M-homogeneous polynomial, such that 
f(x,y) = J2Qn((x,y)-(xo,0)) 
«=0 
uniformly on some B(XQ, r) c U. 
For n e N and x e X, let Pn(x) = Re(Qn(x, 0)). Then Pn e V(nX). For every 
x e B(xo,r) we have 
CO 
7(x,o) = £e„((*,o)-(*o,o)) 
«=0 
CO CO 
= J ] R e [ e „ ( ( x , 0 ) - ( x o , 0 ) ) ] + f J ] l m [ e „ ( ( x , 0 ) - ( x o , 0 ) ) ] . 
«=o «=o 
Since / (x , 0) = f(x) e R, necessarily 
CO CO 
/ (* ) = J ] R e [ e „ ( ( x , 0) - (xo, 0))] = J2 pn(x ~ xo) 
«=0 «=0 
and this series converges uniformly on B(XQ, r). D 
Proposition 2 Lef £/ fee an open subset of X. The set of analytic functions on U 
which can be extended to some open subset ofX is r0 dense in A(U). 
Proof Every polynomial on X can be extended to X and by the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem, V(X) is to dense in the space of all continuous functions on U, therefore in 
A(U). a 
In the proof of Theorems 1 and 4 we will use the next result on biorthogonal 
systems in Banach spaces, due to Dilworth, Girardi and Johnson: 
Proposition 3 (See [6]) Let x0 e X and cpo e X*. Then there are sequences 
(x„)^=1 c X and ((pn)™=l c X* with the following properties: 
(a) lim„^co<p„(x) = 0for allx e X, 
(t>) \\<Pn\\ = lforalln>l, 
(c) sup„sN ||x„ || < oo, 
(d) (p„(x„) = 1 for all n > 1, 
(e) Ifn, j e N U {0} and n ^ j , then <pn(xj) = 0. 
Theorem 1 If B(0, R) and B{XQ, r) are disjoint balls in X and e > 0, then there is 
an analytic function f : X ->- R with holomorphic extension f : X ->- C such that 
?(0. R)<e and \\f\\B(x0,r) =oo. 
Proof By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is cpo e X* such that ||<poll = 1 and 
<po(xo) = \\xo\\. Let (x„)^L1 c X and (<p„)^Ll C X* be biorthogonal sequences with 
the properties given in Proposition 3. Let C > sup ||x„||. For each n e N U {0}, let 
cpn e X* the complex extension of cp„. 
As xo ^ B(0, R), then T^ < 1, so there i s a e N such that 
R \ a r 
< xoll/ CR 
Let a > 1 such that 
that is, 
C • Ra+1 1 
< - < 1, ||xo||a • r a 
C 
•Ra+l < 1 . 
||JCO || • r 
As lim„^co cp„ (z) = 0 for all zeX, the series 
E 
«=i 
c 
|| JCO || • r •<P0 -Vn 
converges uniformly on the compact subsets of X. Therefore, it defines a holomorphic 
function / on X. Consequently, by Proposition 1, 
/=£ 
« = i 
c 
llxoll • r 
• <P0 • <Pn 
is real analytic on X. On the one hand, 
5(0. 
co , 
«=1 v 
C 
• R « + i 
On the other hand, 
3(x0,r) > SUp 
«>1 
llxoll ' r 
f[x0 + —xn 
< oo. 
C 
: S U P | a~» ^ (<P0(X0))a • —<Pn(x„) 
= sup a = oo. 
«>i 
To finish, it suffices to take the functions 
£ 
3(0,R) ' 
/ and 
HO,R) 
/• D 
Definition 4 Let U be an open subset of X. Let / = (Vn)'^Ll be an increasing open 
cover of U and let 
Ai(U) = {fe A(U): \\f\\Vn < oo for every n), 
endowed with the locally convex topology defined by the seminorms 
feAi{U)v+\\f\\Vn, neN. 
Note that A(U) is the union of the spaces Ai(U). Indeed, if / e A(U), let J = 
(V„)~=1, where 
V„ = {xeU:\f(.x)\<n], 
\hmfeAj(U). 
The ts topology on A(U) is defined in the following way: (A(U), x$) is the induc-
tive limit of the spaces Aj{U), where / ranges over the collection of all increasing 
countable open covers of U. 
The ts topology was introduced by Nachbin [13] for the spaces of continuous 
functions. It is the bornological topology associated to to on A(U). 
The following theorem shows, in particular, that it is impossible to write A(U) as 
a countable union of spaces Aj (U) and also gives a result on density. 
Theorem 2 Let U be an open subset ofX. For each k e N, let h = (Vkj)JLi denote 
an increasing countable open cover ofU. Then A(U) ^ UJtii ^h (^)- Moreover, 
CO 
A(U)\\J AIk(U) 
k=l 
is dense in (A(U), x)for every locally convex topology x on A(U). 
Proof Using a translation, we can assume that 0 e U. By [8, Proposition 7], there are 
sequences C ^ ) ^ c U and (Rk)^L0 c K+ such that 
1. (Rk)^L0 is increasing, 
3. xk e B(0, Rk) and xk i B(0, Rk_i) for every k>\. 
The collection I\ = (Vij)J)=1 is an open cover of U, so there is j \ e N such that 
x\ e Vijt. Then there exists r\ > 0 such that 
B ( x i , n ) c Vhji, B(xi,n)cB(0,Ri) and B(Xl, n ) n B(0, R0) = 0. 
By Theorem 1, there exists a function f\ e A(X) with extension f\ e H(X) such 
that 
1 
ll/illS(0,K0)< 2 a n d ll/ill*(*i.n) = 00-
h = (y2j)f=i is also an open cover of U, so there is 72 e N such that X2 e V2j2. 
There exists r2 > 0 such that 
B(x2,r2)CV2j2, B(x2,r2)CB(0,R2), B(x2, r2) n B(0, /?i) = 0 
and 
II/illfife,r2) <00 
(note that f\ is continuous and then bounded on some ball centered in x2). Again, 
there exists a function f2 e A(X) with extension f2 e H(X) such that 
1 
ll/2llg(0,*i) < ^2 a I l d Wf2\\B(x2,r2) = 00. 
By iterating this process, we get sequences (jk)^Li C N, (rk)kx=l C R+ , (fk)^ C 
•A(X), ( A ) £ i C H(X), with the following properties: 
(a) B(xk,rk)cVkJknB(0,Rk), 
(b) | | / / lb(^ , a ) < o o i f ; <k, 
(c) ll/fcll^O,^.!) < 2*> 
(d) \\fk\\B(xk,rk)=00, 
(e) A(x) = A(x ,0 ) fo r a l l xeX . 
If K is a compact subset of U := UJtli ^(0* Rk), then there is £ e N such that 
A: C B(0, fl*) and thus 
CO CO CO c o
 1 
J2 Wfj\\K< J2 WfjWB(0,Rk)< J2 \\fj\\B(0,R}^)< J2 5 7 < 0 ° -
j=k+l j=k+l j=k+l j=k+l 
Therefore, the series Y.f=i fj converges uniformly on the compact subsets of U. 
Since each / ) is holomorphic on X, the function / = YlJLi fj is holomorphic on U 
so, according to Proposition 1, / : U -> R given by 
CO CO 
f{x) = f{x, 0) = J2fj (*. °) = J2 fj(x) 
is analytic on £/ (note that U x {0} c J7). 
Now we are going to prove that / £ US£i ^ 4 (^)- L e t ^ <= N . 
Iv*,^  > ll/IUta,^) 
* - i 
>\\fk\\B(xk,rk)-2_,\\fj\\B(xk,rk)- 2 _ , II//'II «(JCfc,nt) 
;=1 ; = £ + l 
k—\ co 
> 11 All 5(^,1) ~~ 2-^\\fj\\B(xk,rk) - 2_^ H//'Hfi(0,Ki_i)-
;=1 j=k+l 
By (c), (d) and (e), we obtain that | | / | |y t J = oo, so / does not belong to any of the 
spaces Aik(U). 
Now we will see how A(U)\ \JkX)=1 Ajk (U) is dense in (A(U), x) for every locally 
convex topology x on A(U). For each pair of natural numbers k and j , let 
wkJ = vlJnv2jn---nvkj. 
The collection Jk = (Wkj)JL1 is an increasing countable open cover of U. Indeed, if 
x eU, then there are j \ , . . . , jk e N such that x e Vijt n • • • n Vkjk, so 
x e vhh n • • • n vkJk c Vi,max{;i,...,A} n • • • n vk,miaUl,...jk} = wk,miaUl,...jk}. 
If k e N and / e Ajk{U), then | | / | |y t • < oo for all j . Therefore H/Hwjtj < oo for 
all j , so / e Hjk(U). This shows that Aik(U) c Ajk(U) and, consequently, 
A(U)\ (J ^ / t (£/) c .A(EO\ [J A (f7)-
£ = i k=l 
Given a locally convex topology x on *4(£/), we will prove that A(U)\ Ujtii Ajk (U) 
is dense in (A(U), x), so *4(£/)\ (Jjtli Aik(U) will be also dense. 
Let g e A(U), p be a continuous seminorm on (*4(£/), r) and e > 0. We can 
assume that g does not belong to A(U)\\JkX}=1Ajk(U). This means that there is 
k\ e N such that g e Ajk (U), that is, \\g\\wk j < oo for all j . Ifk > k\, then Wkj c 
Wit!,;, so ||g||wkj < oo for every k > k\ and every j e N. 
As we have seen above, *4(£/) ^ U f c l i ^ A ^ ) ' s o m e r e a r e / e «4(^) a nd 
( A ) £ i c N s u c h t h a t 11/\\wkJ = oo for every kAfk>ki, 
-f + g 
P(f) + l 
Iik<ki, then WkJki D WklJki and 
-/ + * 
Wk,jk-P(f) + 1 
II/Ik, Us IK* : 00. 
/>(/)+!' />(/)+! / + * : 00. ^ 1 . * ! 
Therefore, 
/>( / ) - T
/ + ^e^(C/)\|J^4(C/). 
* = i 
As pQi : e, we obtain that A(U)\ \J™=1 Ajk (U) is dense in (A(U), x). D 
The next theorem shows that there are real analytic functions that are arbitrarily 
small on a given ball and unbounded on a certain collection of balls. 
Theorem 3 Let (Bn)%L0 be a sequence of open balls in X such that Bj ^ Bo for 
every j e N. For each j , let 
and assume that l im^oo SJ 
such that 
SJ = sup{||x|| :x e Bj\ 
= oo. Then, given e > 0, there is a function f e A(X) 
and \\f\\Bj =OO for every j e N. 
Proof We may assume that BQ = B(0, RQ) for some RQ > 0. Since fimy^co SJ — oo, 
we can rearrange the sequence (Bj)JL1 so that 
si < s2 < s3 < • • • . 
Moreover, as each Bj is an open set, then \\x\\ < SJ for every x e Bj. 
Let x\ e BI\BQ. Then 
Ro < ||xi|| < si, 
so there is mi e N such that ||xi II < s\ — - . W e define R\=si — - , which satisfies 
1 11 111 1
 m i
 i i
 mi ' 
Ri > Ro. Since Ri < si < S2, there is X2 e B2 such that 
^1 < 11*2 II < S2-
Again, we take m.2 e N, m.2 > m\, such that ||x2|| < S2 — ^- and we define R2 = 
S2~±. 
In this way, we get two sequences {xj)f=l C X and (Rj)JL0 C K+ with the fol-
lowing properties: 
1. (Rj)JL0 is increasing and lirny-^oo Rj = °o because lirny-^oo sj = 00, 
2. For all 7 > 1, XJ e Bj n fl(0, # ,) and x;- £ B(0, tf;_i). 
As in Theorem 2, there are sequences (rj)f=1 C K+ , (fj)f=i C «4(X) and 
(f/)f=1cH(X) such that 
3. B(xj,rj)cBjnB(0,Rj), 
4. ||/«IU(^,0) < 00 if 1 < « < ; ' - 1, 
5 II f • II ~ <r -i-
->• II/;IIB(O,KJ_I) < 2/' 
6. ll//lb(^-,0-) = oo, 
7. /)(x) = fj(x, 0) for all xeX. 
Again as in Theorem 2, the function / = Y.T=i f» i s r e a l analytic on X, it is 
bounded on B(0, Ro) and | | / | | B - > \\f\\B(xj,rj) = °o for all j > 1. To complete the 
proof, it suffices to consider the function ,,f,,s +lf. • 
The proof of the following proposition is similar to the proof of [3, Corollary 2.6], 
after one considers the complexification of X. 
Proposition 4 Let m, n e N, with n> m, and let us consider two finite sequences of 
balls, {B(x{, Ri)}™=i and {B(XJ, R/)}"=m+1, such that 
max{Ri, ...,Rm}< min{Rm+1,..., Rn}. 
Then, for every e > 0, there is f e A{X) such that 
ll/b(*i„Ri) < e for alii e{l,...,m} 
and 
\\f\\B(xj,Rj)=oo for all j e{m + ! , . . . , « } . 
Proposition 5 Let us assume that X has a Schauder basis (en)'^L1 such that 
0 < inf \\en\\ < sup \\en\\ < oo. 
Let (<pn)%Li c X* the sequence of orthogonal functionals associated to the basis and 
M = sup \\(pn ||. Given J c N, Rj > Ofor all j e J ande > 0, there is f e A(X) such 
that 
1. 
2. 
l ^ " 5 ( o i ) < e ' 
WfWB^^^eforalli^nV 
3. \\f\\B(ej,Rj) = ooforallj eJ. 
Proof For each j e J, let tj e R such that 
l < tj < l + — - . 
Since f;- > 1, there is aj e N such that |f • Jrj > 1. Then by Proposition 1 the function 
e 
f
=5 
3 " ; 
CO 
is analytic on X and it satisfies the properties of the proposition. The details of the 
proof are as in [3, Theorem 2.7]. • 
The next proposition gives a result on density on (A(X), to). 
Proposition 6 Let I and J be disjoint subsets ofN. Let [Bn : n e IU /} be a collec-
tion of balls on X such that Bj £1 Bt for every i e I and j e J. If there is a function 
f e A(X) such that | | / | | B ; < 00 for alii e I and | | / | |#- = 00 for all j e J, then the 
set 
G = {g e A(X): \\g\\Bt < 00 for alii e I and \\g\\Bj = co for all j e J] 
is dense in (A(X), to). 
Proof Let h e A(X), e > 0 and a compact subset K c X. By the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem there is P e V(X) such that || P - h \\K < | . Then g = 2..J +lf + P e G 
and \\g —h\\K <e. D 
This result can be applied in the cases given by Theorems 1 and 3, and Proposi-
tions 4 and 5. 
Proposition 7 Let Ab (X) the set of all analytic functions on X which are bounded on 
each bounded subset ofX. Then there are an infinitely generated algebra A c A(X) 
and a TO dense subspace W c A(X) such that 
A\{0] c A(X)\Ab(X) and W\{0] c A(X)\Ab(X). 
Proof Using Proposition 1, the proof is similar to those in [8, Theorems 2 and 5]. In 
this case, the density result for the XQ topology follows from the density of V(X) in 
(A(X), to) by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. • 
Our last theorem is a real version of a result by Aron [4], which has been the main 
motivation for most of the results in [1-3, 8] and in this paper. The part related with 
the density is proved for any locally convex topology on A(X). 
We recall that the radius of boundedness of an analytic function at a point x is 
defined as 
rbf{x) = supjr > 0 : \\f\\B(x,r) < oo}. 
Theorem 4 There is an analytic function f : X -> R such that 
inf{r6/Cc): ||*|| = 1}=0. (1) 
Moreover, the set 
F = {/ e A(X): f satisfies property (1)} 
is dense in (A(X), x)for every locally convex topology x on A(X). 
Proof Given a locally convex topology x on A(X), let p be a continuous seminorm 
on (A(U), T), g e A(X) and e > 0. We have to prove that there exists f e F such that 
P(f - g) < e- We may assume that g £ F, so there is r > 0 such that Uglier) < oo 
for allx e X, \\x\\ = 1. 
Let (x„)^L1 c X and (<p„)^Ll C X* be biorthogonal sequences with the properties 
given in Proposition 3. The sequences (y„ = ]p?j[)£Li and (f„ = \\xn\\cpn)™=l give 
another biorthogonal system, \\yn\\ = 1 for every n and lim„^co irn(x) = 0 for all 
x eX. For each » s N , let a„ e N such that 2a» \>1. 
For each » s N , let i/f„ be the complex extension of xjrn. As lim„^co irn(z) = 0 for 
all z e X, the series 
CO CO 
n — \ k—n-\-\ 
converges uniformly on the compact subsets of X and so it defines a holomorphic 
function / on X. Then / : X —>- R given by / (x) = f(x, 0) is analytic on X. 
Let n e N, n > -. On the one hand, 
? ( , „ , ! ) > SUP 
n 
= sup I 2a" - I > sup 2k = oo. 
*>n+l\ n) k>n+l 
On the other hand, 
\\g\\B(ynl)<\\g\\B(yn,r)<CC. 
Therefore, 
/>(/)+! f + 8 ?(fc. ) p(f) + y nyn i) W)
 = 00
' 
so 
>> 
e \ 1 
P ( / ) + l / n 
for all n > \. This implies that
 pJ)+1f + g e F. Finally, p ( ( J ? ( / ) + 1 / + g ) - g ) < e. 
This completes the proof. • 
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